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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
EDS considers itself to be a long-term IT outsourcer and IT service 
provider, and places its Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) consulting 
work in that context. EDS leverages its deep knowledge of legacy 
systems to expand the solutions it can offer its outsourcing clients, and 
SOA is the best way to accomplish this goal.  
 
Because of EDS’s legacy expertise, much of their interest and active 
projects center on exposing legacy data and functionality within an SOA. 
EDS offers SOA enablement of existing legacy assets that in many 
instances they are maintaining for their clients. Fundamentally, EDS 
focuses on new technologies, products, and approaches that extend 
mainframe and other legacy systems to provide SOA capability.  
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SOA Provided through a Matrixed OrganizationSOA Provided through a Matrixed OrganizationSOA Provided through a Matrixed OrganizationSOA Provided through a Matrixed Organization    

Electronic Data Systems (EDS) is an information technology (IT) service provider, whose core 
portfolio consists of IT systems and infrastructure, applications and business process 
services, as well as IT transformation services. They have more than 120,000 employees, and 
their 2003 revenues were more than $20 billion, putting them 87th on the Fortune 500. 

EDS considers themselves to be a long-term IT outsourcer and IT service provider, and not a 
system integrator per se since they prefer long-term relationships and commitments from 
their customers that span projects, technologies, and even architectural trends. As such, EDS 
prefers to perform systems integration tasks as part of their broader service offering, when it 
serves to continue the longer-term relationship with the client. 

As part of their role as an IT outsourcer and service provider, EDS brings extensive capabilities 
and experience to the table, including system integration service offerings that provide cross-
industry, industry-specific, legacy enablement, and legacy migration specific services. In 
addition, EDS offers services for helping companies adopt and implement Service-Oriented 
Architecture (SOA), as well as more general-purpose integration, portal, and content 
management practices that take advantage of the packaged service offerings as appropriate. 

EDS focuses on eight broad industry sectors, including financial services, manufacturing, 
telecommunications, transportation, healthcare, energy, and government. Each of these 
sectors is in turn divided into sub-industries. EDS divides its practices into a total of 26 such 
sub-industries.  

EDS realizes that large SI firms like Accenture are moving into the IT service provider market, 
thus becoming a more serious competitor to EDS. EDS sees SOA expertise as a way of 
broadening their value to customers as a way to remain competitive in this evolving market. 

EDS’s Technology, Strategy, and Architecture (TSA) Group leads their SOA initiatives. This 
group falls within their Global Portfolio Group, which is one of many groups within EDS. EDS is 
organized by both functional and regional groups, with their employees matrixed into each go-
to-market portfolio. The TSA group is involved in all of their industries and sectors, and is not 
linked to any specific geography or industry. 

The TSA Group works as part of the three core EDS functional groups: the Infrastructure, 
Application and Industry Frameworks, and Business Process Outsourcing groups. The TSA 
Group is instrumental in bringing Service-oriented approaches and best practices into each of 
these three functional groups. In other words, the TSA Group acts much like an Office of the 
CTO, or what they describe as a “virtual chief technology office.” 

Some of EDS’s clients are specifically asking for assistance in implementing Service 
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Orientation (SO), while EDS is introducing SO at other clients as part of ongoing IT projects. In 
EDS’s experience, the financial services industry sector is the most advanced in their 
adoption of SOAs, followed closely by telecom and transportation industry sectors. Within 
transportation, EDS has seen SOA as critical particularly to the travel and airlines industries. 
EDS notes that in the case of the airlines, for example, their extensive use of SO techniques is 
primarily for internal integration, rather than exposing Services to third-parties. 

SOA within the Context of IntegrationSOA within the Context of IntegrationSOA within the Context of IntegrationSOA within the Context of Integration    

EDS believes that SOAs fundamentally provide composite application functionality. In fact, 
their composite solutions offering forms the basis of EDS’ Business Service Orchestration 
(BSO) portfolio. In essence, they see SOAs, whether or not based on Web Services 
technologies, as a means to compose legacy functionality into new business processes that 
can then be exposed to meet evolving new needs. EDS’s definition of a composite solution 
includes the composition of the presentation layer, business logic in the business process 
management/workflow orchestration layer, and both data and business intelligence. They 
place composite solutions in the context of the enterprise worker, in the context of their role 
within the enterprise. Such composite solutions often comprise multiple user touchpoints, 
including desktop, browser, mobile, laptop, and others. 

As a key element of this functionality, they don’t tie SOA specifically to XML-based Web 
Services technologies, nor do they hold the belief that SOAs are necessarily request/response 
(synchronous) implementations. They connect concepts such as publish/subscribe and event-
driven technologies to the core notion of SOA, allowing them to implement SO-based offerings 
on systems utilizing legacy code and infrastructure. 

Clients’ key requirements for BSO leverage EDS’s integration capabilities and commercial off-
the-shelf (COTS) package competency. In addition, the solution frameworks that EDS provides 
are organized by industry. The BSO portfolio becomes verticalized as it goes up the stack: 
solution frameworks for integration may apply to several industries, but solution frameworks 
that focus more on business processes tend to be industry-specific. The integration-focused 
frameworks are then embedded within the industry-specific ones. 

EDS has historically had deep, broad legacy expertise, and as such, much of their interest and 
active projects center on exposing legacy data and functionality within an SOA. EDS offers SO 
enablement of existing legacy assets that in many instances they are maintaining for their 
clients. They are also looking to leverage their position to bring modernization of legacy code 
to the market, following event-driven SOA best practices. EDS is very interested in new 
technologies, products, and approaches that extend mainframe and other legacy systems to 
provide SOA capability.  

SOA Best Practices at EDSSOA Best Practices at EDSSOA Best Practices at EDSSOA Best Practices at EDS    

EDS has developed their own Service-Oriented Reference Architecture (SORA), which they use 
to accelerate Web Services development, accelerate the composition of Services into new, 
coarse-grained Services, manage the lifecycle of Services, and provide guidance for the 
coding, testing, and runtime management of Services. The SORA is a proprietary set of 
implementation documents and a reference architecture that comprises hundreds of pages of 
documentation, models, and artifacts. Companies looking to work with EDS should first 
articulate their business needs, then at some point become familiar with the SORA if they 
hope to participate in SOA projects.   

Their approach to legacy modernization takes advantage of custom coding, the reuse of 
internal EDS tools, and COTS products. EDS is evolving their existing tooling to populate 
metadata repositories to accelerate SO enablement. They are thus able to mine metadata to 
accelerate the legacy modernization process. EDS also leverages core competencies in 
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several integration technologies, including CICS, IMS, and Tuxedo, as well as GPS integration 
capabilities of particular interest to the airline industry. EDS applies this expertise in multiple 
client projects to adapt their application infrastructures to SO approaches, without necessarily 
migrating their technology to XML or Web Services.  

Furthermore, EDS doesn’t limit presentation layer integration to portals. In fact, they often 
consider the entire desktop as the presentation layer, as well as the inclusion of mobile and 
other display and rich client technologies. EDS also offers a set of best practices they call SOA 
for Portals, which provides guidance on building portals within an SOA. 

EDS EDS EDS EDS ServicesServicesServicesServices    
 

EDSEDSEDSEDS    Technology, Strategy, and ArchitectureTechnology, Strategy, and ArchitectureTechnology, Strategy, and ArchitectureTechnology, Strategy, and Architecture Group Group Group Group    
Overview:Overview:Overview:Overview:  

The Technology, Strategy, and Architecture (TSA) Group leads 
EDS’s SOA initiatives from within their Global Portfolio Group. 
The TSA group is involved in all of their industries and sectors, 
and is not linked to any specific geography or industry. 

 
Description:Description:Description:Description:  

The TSA Group works as part of the Infrastructure, Application 
and Industry Frameworks, and Business Process Outsourcing 
groups. The TSA Group is instrumental in bringing Service-
oriented approaches and best practices into each of these three 
functional groups. 

 
 Value Proposition:Value Proposition:Value Proposition:Value Proposition:  

Because the TSA Group’s responsibilities cut across all of EDS’s 
focus areas, they are able to bring system integration and SOA 
expertise to bear on initiatives at any of their clients. Because 
EDS’s core business is as a long-term IT outsourcer and IT 
service provider, such consulting expertise is typically a value-
added service for their customer, and can enable customers to 
make better use of EDS’s broad set of services over time. 

 

The ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink Take    

EDS places its SOA work in the context of its role as IT outsourcer and solution provider, and 
that is the best way to understand how EDS approaches SOA. On the one hand, EDS wants to 
leverage its deep knowledge of legacy systems to expand the solutions it can offer its 
outsourcing clients, and SOA is the best way to accomplish this goal. However, there is a more 
strategic, long-term benefit to building SOAs for its outsourcing clients: abstracting application 
interfaces simplifies the act of outsourcing on an architectural level. Simply put, the more that 
companies can define their IT requirements as Service definitions in a Service model, the 
easier it is for companies like EDS to outsource the implementation and maintenance of 
those Services. 

How well EDS will be able to take advantage of this approach to SOA, however, still remains to 
be seen. Their clients are currently focused on the more tactical issues of breaking down 
functional silos and migrating legacy code, and EDS is quite competent in their application of 
SOA to these complex tasks. How EDS might move to an On Demand model that abstracts IT 
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functionality so that their clients can access Services regardless of where the underlying 
technology resides is less clear. 

 
Profile: Profile: Profile: Profile: EDSEDSEDSEDS    July 2004    
Funding:  

NYSE: EDS 
Chairman/CEO: Michael Jordan 
Employees: 132,000 
Services: 

SOA initiatives within their Technology, Strategy, and Architecture 
(TSA) Group 

Address: 
 5400 Legacy Drive 
 Plano, TX 75024  
URL: http://www.eds.com 
Phone: (972) 604-6000 
 
Contact:  

Diane Todd, diane.todd@eds.com 
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About ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLC    
 

ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight into 
XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 
 
ZapThink’s role is to help companies understand these IT products and services in the context 
of SOAs and the vision of Service Orientation. ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT 
vendors who offer XML and Web Services-based products to help them understand their 
competitive landscape and how to communicate their value proposition to their customers 
within the context of Service Orientation, and lay out their product roadmaps for the coming 
wave of Service Orientation. ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users 
who are seeking guidance and clarity into how to assemble the available products and 
services into a coherent roadmap to Service Orientation. Finally, ZapThink provides demand 
intelligence to IT vendors and service providers who must understand the needs of IT users as 
they follow the roadmap to Service Orientation. 
 
ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOAs by vendors, end-users, and the press. They are in great demand as speakers, and 
have presented at conferences and industry events around the world. They are among the 
most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 
 
ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms, public sector organizations around the world, and many 
emerging businesses. ZapThink Analysts have years of experience in IT as well as research 
and analysis. Its analysts have previously been with such firms as IDC and ChannelWave, and 
have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as RosettaNet, UDDI, 
CPExchange, ebXML, EIDX, and CompTIA. 
 
Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how XML and Web Services impact your business or organization. 
 
ZAPTHINK CONTACT:ZAPTHINK CONTACT:ZAPTHINK CONTACT:ZAPTHINK CONTACT: 
ZapThink, LLC 
11 Willow Street, Suite 200 
Waltham, MA 02453 
Phone: +1 (781) 207 0203 
Fax: +1 (786) 524 3186  
info@zapthink.com 
www.zapthink.com   
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